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100 Famous Hyperbole Examples in Movies

● "I'm king of the world!" - Titanic

● "I could eat a horse." - Crocodile Dundee

● "You're gonna need a bigger boat." - Jaws

● "This is the start of a beautiful friendship." - Casablanca (A simplistic statement

for a deep bond)

● "He's so rich, he buys a new boat when he gets wet." - Scarface

● "I've had it with these motherfg snakes on this motherfg plane!" - Snakes on a

Plane

● "You've been mostly-dead all day." - The Princess Bride

● "Everything in this room is eatable, even I'm eatable! But that is called

cannibalism, my dear children, and is in fact frowned upon in most societies." -

Charlie and the Chocolate Factory

● "The force will be with you, always." - Star Wars

● "It's not the years, honey. It's the mileage." - Indiana Jones

● "I feel the need... the need for speed!" - Top Gun

● "To infinity and beyond!" - Toy Story

● "I've walked a million miles just to see her smile." - The Purple Rose of Cairo



● "I must've drank me about 15 Dr. Peppers." - Forrest Gump

● "She's so dumb, she thinks a Mexican border pays rent." - Clueless

● "I could kill her, or I'm beginning to think I could kill anyone." - The Godfather Part

III

● "I'm not bad. I'm just drawn that way." - Who Framed Roger Rabbit

● "I was dying to be a serious actress. Now I'd die if I were one." - Soapdish

● "With great power comes great responsibility." - Spider-Man

● "His ego is so big, he has his own gravitational pull." - The Devil Wears Prada

● "I was so moved, I was crying like a baby back b****!" - Pineapple Express

● "The city is flying, we're fighting an army of robots, and I have a bow and arrow.

None of this makes sense." - Avengers: Age of Ultron

● "She's my storm in a teacup." - Rebecca

● "I've seen things you people wouldn't believe." - Blade Runner

● "I felt like putting a bullet between the eyes of every panda that wouldn't screw to

save its species." - Fight Club

● "He's the sort of man who can start an argument in an empty room." - The Iron

Lady

● "I'd die of shock if he ever had one original thought." - The Great Gatsby

● "Her voice is full of money." - The Great Gatsby

● "I've loved another with all my heart and soul, and for me, that has always been

enough." - The Notebook

● "He's so deep in the closet he's finding Christmas presents." - The Birdcage

● "I'd kill for a Nobel Peace Prize." - Bullets Over Broadway

● "If my calculations are correct, when this baby hits 88 miles per hour, you're

gonna see some serious s**t." - Back to the Future

● "He's so oily you could fry a chicken on him." - The Addams Family Values

● "I swear, the next one of you primates even touches me..." - Aladdin



● "I could peel you like a pear and God himself would call it justice." - I Married

a Witch

● "If I'm not back in five minutes... wait longer!" - Ace Ventura: Pet Detective

● "We'll be at the beach, shooting the curl, living the dream." - Despicable Me

● "He's nuttier than squirrel poop." - Meet the Robinsons

● "It's so cold, I saw a polar bear buying a jacket!" - The Night at the Museum

● "You're about as useful as a chocolate teapot." - The Grand Budapest Hotel

● "This is the worst day of my life!" - "It's the worst day of your life so far." - The

Simpsons Movie

● "I've had a million jobs... I've even been a lawyer, you know." - The Simpsons

Movie

● "His teeth were so white, they could blind you at fifty paces." - Pirates of the

Caribbean: Dead Man's Chest

● "That's the loudest silence I've ever heard." - In the Heat of the Night

● "If he were any cooler, he'd still be frozen, baby!" - Austin Powers: International

Man of Mystery

● "I feel like I'm being torn apart, and I can't stand it any longer." - Star Wars: The

Force Awakens

● "I would rather share one lifetime with you than face all the ages of this world

alone." - The Lord of the Rings: The Fellowship of the Ring

● "It's not the years, honey. It's the mileage." - Indiana Jones: Raiders of the Lost

Ark

● "I must've drunk me about 15 Dr. Peppers." - Forrest Gump

● "The stuff that dreams are made of." - The Maltese Falcon

● "You're so hot, you'd make the devil sweat." - A Night at the Roxbury

● "He's so slow that he'd get run over by a parked car." - The Goonies

● "Every time you speak, I hear angels singing." - Enchanted



● "If you were any more boring, you'd be invisible." - Edge of Tomorrow

● "The suspense is terrible... I hope it'll last." - Willy Wonka & the Chocolate

Factory

● "It's like trying to find a needle in a stack of needles." - Iron Man

● "You're about as subtle as a brick in the small of my back." - Edward

Scissorhands

● "There's not a day goes by I don't feel regret." - The Shawshank Redemption

● "She could start an argument in an empty house." - Pride & Prejudice

● "His voice was as cold as the promise of a winter storm." - Harry Potter and the

Half-Blood Prince

● "He was so deep in the friend zone, he could've found Narnia." - Just Friends

● "This ship is unsinkable!" - Titanic

● "I could eat a horse." - The Good, the Bad, and the Ugly

● "I felt like I was on top of the world." - King Kong

● "He's got a temper hotter than a pepper sprout." - Walk the Line

● "If I'm not back in five minutes, wait longer!" - Ace Ventura: Pet Detective

● "That suitcase was as heavy as a ton of bricks." - Home Alone 2: Lost in New

York

● "She laughed so hard, she almost died of fun." - Beetlejuice

● "You could hear a pin drop." - A Quiet Place

● "The sound was deafening, like a million explosions." - Mad Max: Fury Road

● "Your secrets are safe with me... mainly because I was not listening." - Guardians

of the Galaxy

● "I've been on this planet for 70 years, and I've never seen anything like it." -

Close Encounters of the Third Kind

● "I'm so hungry I could eat a T-Rex." - Jurassic Park

● "You could feel the electricity in the air." - The Prestige



● "I've cried rivers over you." - Breakfast at Tiffany's

● "This car can outrun a tornado." - Twister

● "She was so beautiful, the whole world stopped to look." - The Great Gatsby

● "I've traveled a thousand miles just to see her smile." - The English Patient

● "The sun is shining so brightly, I feel like I'm melting." - Frozen

● "You're brighter than the sun and cooler than the winter breeze." - Twilight:

Eclipse

● "I could sleep for a century!" - Sleeping Beauty

● "Your voice is so enchanting, it could tame wild beasts." - Beauty and the Beast

● "I felt my heart leap out of my chest." - The Notebook

● "His charm could make the stars fall from the sky." - Casablanca

● "I've got a headache this big, and it's screaming for relief." - Scanners

● "This city never sleeps." - Taxi Driver

● "If I told you once, I told you a million times." - Goodfellas

● "The rain felt like needles on my skin." - Blade Runner

● "That news spread faster than wildfire." - Gone with the Wind

● "I'm so excited; I feel like I could burst!" - Despicable Me

● "His legacy was as eternal as the mountains." - The Lord of the Rings: The

Fellowship of the Ring

● "That was the longest second of my life." - Inception

● "Her allure is so magnetic; she could pull the moon down." - Stardust

● "He's so fast, he could outrun his shadow." - The Flash (TV Show)

● "The tension was so thick, you could cut it with a knife." - Rear Window

● "It was so cold, it felt like the Arctic." - The Day After Tomorrow

● "The music was so loud; it shook the heavens." - A Star is Born

● "He's been through hell and back." - Saving Private Ryan

● "You're a diamond in the rough." - Aladdin



● "I would move mountains for you." - Everest

100 Famous Hyperbole Examples in TV Shows

● "I've told you a million times!" - Modern Family

● "It's the worst day of my life!" - The Office

● "She's got a list as long as her arm." - Gilmore Girls

● "I could eat a horse." - Friends

● "I've been on hold since the dawn of time." - Parks and Recreation

● "His brain is the size of a pea." - The Big Bang Theory

● "You've grown a foot since I last saw you!" - Full House

● "It was so embarrassing I thought I would die." - Gossip Girl

● "I laughed so hard, I thought my ribs would break." - How I Met Your Mother

● "Everyone in the universe knows that." - Doctor Who

● "She's as old as the hills." - Golden Girls

● "I could sleep for a year." - Grey's Anatomy

● "That suitcase weighs a ton!" - Brooklyn Nine-Nine

● "I feel like I've been hit by a train." - House

● "You're the best thing since sliced bread." - The Marvelous Mrs. Maisel

● "She cries rivers every time she watches that scene." - This Is Us

● "It's hotter than the sun out there." - The Simpsons

● "I've watched that episode a billion times." - Stranger Things

● "That was the longest minute of my life." - 24

● "His new car costs an arm and a leg." - Breaking Bad

● "If I hear that song one more time, I'll explode!" - Riverdale

● "He's the strongest man alive; he could lift a mountain!" - Game of Thrones

● "I'm so hungry, I could eat all the food in this town." - The Vampire Diaries



● "You've got the biggest heart in the world." - One Tree Hill

● "This secret is heavier than the world on my shoulders." - Arrow

● "Every single person in town was at that party." - Twin Peaks

● "I've been waiting for this moment for an eternity." - Outlander

● "I felt my heart jump out of my chest." - Westworld

● "She has more shoes than anyone in the country." - Sex and the City

● "This is the most important moment in the history of the world." - The Crown

● "His ego is bigger than this entire city!" - Daredevil

● "I've been shot a thousand times, and I'm still standing." - The Punisher

● "If I've told her once, I've told her a million times." - Desperate Housewives

● "I have enough clothes to fill ten closets." - Pretty Little Liars

● "You've shattered my heart into a billion pieces." - The Handmaid's Tale

● "It's a storm bigger than the planet!" - Lost

● "She talks faster than the speed of light." - The Flash

● "I'd travel to the ends of the universe for you." - Star Trek: Discovery

● "That joke's older than time itself." - Seinfeld

● "I'd give all the gold in the world for one more day with him." - Once Upon a Time

● "Her smile can outshine a thousand suns." - Grey's Anatomy

● "I've been in this line for centuries." - Doctor Who

● "His lies are as tall as skyscrapers." - Suits

● "She's cried enough tears to flood the whole desert." - Breaking Bad

● "I'm so embarrassed, I could just die a thousand deaths!" - Friends

● "That place is farther away than the edge of the universe." - Stranger Things

● "I've heard that story a trillion times." - The Office

● "The sound of his voice could bring entire cities to a halt." - Peaky Blinders

● "My love for her is deeper than the deepest ocean." - Outlander



● "He's been through more pain than anyone in the history of humanity." -

Supernatural

● "That secret's been buried deeper than the Titanic." - The X-Files

● "She's got more friends than stars in the sky." - Gossip Girl

● "The weight of this decision is heavier than a black hole." - The Expanse

● "I've been running around like a chicken with its head cut off." - The Simpsons

● "The city never sleeps; it's alive 24/7." - Brooklyn Nine-Nine

● "It feels like the walls are closing in on me." - The Walking Dead

● "His anger could burn the whole world down." - Lucifer

● "She's faced more betrayal than anyone should in ten lifetimes." - Scandal

● "I could feel my heart being ripped out of my chest." - Buffy the Vampire Slayer

● "I've laughed so hard, I've cried rivers." - How I Met Your Mother

● "The weight of the world is on my shoulders." - Arrow

● "You've got a heart bigger than the galaxy." - Star Trek: Discovery

● "I've eaten so much, I feel like I'm about to explode!" - Parks and Recreation

● "His voice was as cold as the icy winds of the Arctic." - Game of Thrones

● "I've searched every nook and cranny of this universe." - Stargate SG-1

● "This secret is bigger than the both of us." - Riverdale

● "She's got a will stronger than a mountain." - The Crown

● "This place is hotter than the surface of the sun." - Better Call Saul

● "I could drown in his eyes; they're as deep as the ocean." - The Vampire Diaries

● "We've been at this for ages, feels like a lifetime." - Westworld

● "His temper is like a ticking time bomb, ready to explode." - Mindhunter

● "The anticipation is killing me a million times over." - Narcos

● "It feels like I've been stabbed in the heart, over and over again." - Dexter

● "I've got butterflies in my stomach the size of eagles." - Fleabag

● "She has a presence that can light up the darkest void." - Dark



● "Every time he speaks, it feels like thunder crashing." - Fargo

● "She's been through storms fiercer than hurricanes." - The Handmaid's Tale

● "His charm can woo anyone in the blink of an eye." - Mad Men

● "The memories flood back like a tidal wave." - Twin Peaks

● "I feel like I'm walking on air, miles above the ground." - Downton Abbey

● "I've waited an eternity for this moment." - Stranger Things

● "His laughter was louder than a roaring lion." - Brooklyn Nine-Nine

● "The suspense stretched longer than the Great Wall." - Breaking Bad

● "Her wit is sharper than a sword." - Gilmore Girls

● "I've got a mountain of problems." - The Sopranos

● "His legacy will echo through the corridors of time." - Doctor Who

● "The city never sleeps; its heartbeat is constant." - Sex and the City

● "This case is a bigger maze than the Labyrinth." - Sherlock

● "Her secrets are as deep as the Mariana Trench." - Gossip Girl

● "I could hear his heartbeat from a mile away." - The Flash

● "This betrayal cuts deeper than any knife." - The Office

● "The weight of his decision was heavier than an anvil." - Peaky Blinders

● "Her courage shines brighter than any star." - Buffy the Vampire Slayer

● "He's got the weight of the universe on his shoulders." - Legends of Tomorrow

● "I've been in the dark for what feels like centuries." - The Originals

● "The anticipation is as thick as fog." - Lost

● "Every word she utters is more precious than gold." - Grey's Anatomy

● "The tension in the room was thicker than molasses." - Friends

● "She's weathered storms fiercer than tornadoes." - Outlander

● "His memories are like a tapestry, vast and intricate." - This Is Us
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